UNDERMOUNT SINK SUPPORT SYSTEM

THE STRONGEST SINK MOUNTING SYSTEM AVAILABLE

Cinclips are easily-installed undermount sink mounting brackets that support the sink to the countertop utilizing the base cabinet. Installation takes a fraction of the time compared to previous methods, no drilling of the top or fussing with screws or anchors in tight places.

Super Strong
Cinclips undermount sink mounting brackets, the securest way possible to secure an undermount sink and never have to worry about it falling down.

Easily Installed
Using Cinclips will save you Time & Money.
- No special glue or epoxy needed
- No more reaching up to screw anchors into the countertop
- Can be removed for sink replacement or service if ever needed

Lasts a Lifetime
Cinclips actually supports the countertop.
- No holes to drill into countertop
- Mount sinks in minutes and hookup immediately - no wait time
- Use for new, remount or just for peace of mind installations
Cinclips are easier than any other sink setter and great for new installations or sinks that have been removed for servicing seals.

Each Cinclip pack comes with 4 braces, and 1 short brace for the front, as well as mounting hardware.

TYPE THIS IN YOUR WEB BROWSER:
youtu.be/5DenxSZP4bg

Cinclips are easily mounted to the inside of the cabinet. The braces simply screw into the cabinet and wedge up under the sink.

MAKE IN U.S.A.

see how easy it is yourself!